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San Lameer goes world-wide with the Kandasamys!San Lameer goes world-wide with the Kandasamys! 

Catch all the craziness that goes on in a family holiday in Trippin' with The

Kandasamys coming soon on Netflix. Such a honour to have been the

premiere filming location for this world-wide film showcasing the opulence

of our beautiful estate! Watch the trailer below.
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Something sweetSomething sweet

Morning, noon or night! Sometimes the sweet cravings come at the

weirdest times of the day. Lucky for you we have just the sollution.

Enjoy a slice of cake anytime of the day with a nice warm coffee for only

R60.

  

 

 

Be sure to catch the wormBe sure to catch the worm

Take the opportunity and jump at the chance to play some great golf at an

even better price. Get a couple of friends and enjoy the course at it's best.

  



 
 

Create magical memories this MayCreate magical memories this May

Bring the whole family together for a much-needed getaway during the

month of May. We are offering a 10% discount on our 4-5 bedroom villas

PLUs a R500 Clubhouse voucher to make your stay even more enjoyable.

So, what are you waiting for?

Make May magical >Make May magical >
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Here's the perfect excuse to play more golf Here's the perfect excuse to play more golf 
(as if you needed one)(as if you needed one)

Looking for an excuse to play more golf? We have just the reason for you to

call on your buddies for the golf trip of a lifetime! Come and experience San

Lameer and everything Villa Rentals has to offer. 

Choose San Lameer >Choose San Lameer >
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When did you last take a break?When did you last take a break?
Get a 5% discount on 2021 rates for our standard villas
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Take a break >Take a break >

 

 
 

Start planning now.Start planning now.
Your ultimate family adventure awaitsYour ultimate family adventure awaits

Sunshine, splashing, sliding and swimming, enjoy a sizzling simmer holiday

with us this December!

I want to book >I want to book >
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Experience the beautyExperience the beauty

San Lameer added another must-experience activity; our very own on-site

mountain bike trail!

This  9.7km trail will take you on a ride through the Estate to view our

amazing scenery and wildlife. 

The Good Life!
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